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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new algorithm, Xmap, for doing

mapping from multi-level logic to field-programmable gate

arrays based on table-lookup gates, such as those used in the

Xilinx chip.

The algorithm is baaed on an if-then-else DAG represen-

tation for the functions. The technology mapper differs from

previous mappers in that the circuit is not decomposed into

fan-out-free trees.

The Xmap algorithm uses 7% fewer cells than Chortle,

1170 fewer than misII, and 14~0 fewer than mis-pga, and is

4.5 times faster than Chortle, 17 times faster than misII, and

at least 150 times faster than mis-pga.

1 Why a new technology mapper?

Previous generations of technology mappers have gener-

ally worked by choosing from a library of available cells [5,

9,3, 1]. Field-programmable gate arrays, such as those made

by Xilinx, do not use a library of different cell types, but

use an array of identical cells, each of which can be used

quite flexibly. The cell-library-based mappers do not work

particularly well when mapping to such flexible cells, and so

dummy cell libraries are usually created, where each library

entry is one way to configure a cell in the gate array. The

cell-library approach allows existing technology mappers to

be used, but does not scale well as the size of the basic cells

increases, because the library tends to grow exponentially

with the size of the basic cell.

At the 199o Design Automation Conference, two technol-

ogy mappers for programmable gate arrays were presented:

Chortle and mis-pga [4,11]. These techniques do not need

a cell library, but are still based on decomposing the cir-

cuit into fan-out-free trees (non-overlapping rooted sub-DAGs

with no internal reconvergence) before mapping. Even if the

trees are optimally mapped, the decomposition may be worse

than a non-optimal mapping of the original DAG.

The Xmap algorithm maps to the Xilinx chip and other

table-lookupbased gate arrays. Xmap is much faster than

Chortle or mis-pga, and the results are better, but has no

guarantee of optimality on trees. The current version of
Xmap handles only combinational logic.

The logic blocks found by Xmap are (possibly overlap-

ping) SUb-DAGS of the if-then-else DAG for the entire circuit.

Because of this direct mapping, Xmap preserves any path-

delay-fault testability of the underlying DAG [8].
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2 Conversion from BLIF to If-then-else DAGs

The data structure used to represent the circuits is a

multiply-rooted if-then-else directed acyclic graph [6]. Each

root corresponds to a primary output of the circuit, and each

leaf to a primary input. Intermediate nodes can be thought

of as 2-to- 1 selectors, with the cent rol input connected to the

node on the if-branch, and the “l” and “O” inputs connected

to the then- and else-branches. The connections between the

selectors can be either wires or inverters—the polarity of a

function is stored as a label on the edge pointing to the DAG

node, rather than using extra nodes for inversion.

To compare Xmap fairly with existing mappers, it has

been run on the output of the misII logic minimizer [2], which

is in Berkeley Logic Interchange Format (B LIF). Because

BLIF represents a circuit as a network of sum-of-products

represent ations, rather than as an if-then-else DAG, a con-

version needs to be made.

Building an if-then-else DAG from a network of gates is

easy if each gate is described as an if-then-else DAG—we

simply glue together the gate functions to build the DAG for

the entire circuit. The only tricky part is converting the

sum-of-products descriptions of the gates into if-then-else

DAGs.

Our technique for converting sum-of-products to if-then-

else DAGS does some simple factoring [6]. First, the terms

of the sum-of-products expression are collected in a set T.

Then the variables are sorted in decreasing order of the

frequency with which they occur in the terms. Finally, a

recursive function is applied to T to get an if-then-else DAG

E.

The recursive function

● sorts the terms of T, groupiug together those that don’t

use the first input variable (Td), those that use v{ (To),

and those that use v] (Tl ),

● strips the first variable off the terms in each group, and

applieS the routine recursively to get expressions Ed,

EO, and El, and

● builds the expression E as (if Ed then TRUE else (if

VI then El else EO ) ).

A similar technique creates binary decision diagrams in mis-

pga, but binary decision diagrams cannot represent the

separation of Ed from EO and El , and so much of the

factorization is lost.

3 Mapping to table-lookup logic blocks

One approach for programmable gate arrays is to provide

logic blocks that can implement any Boolean function with

up to f variables (typically 4 or 5). The logic blocks are

easily implemented as a 2f-bit ROM or RAM for the truth

table and a selector controlled by the ~ inputs.

Because blocks are often used with fewer than ~ inputs,

Xilinx allows their blocks to be split into two (~ – 1)-input

functions, as long as the block has no more than ~ total
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mark(d)

gatein(d) * signda(d)

signals(d) + {d}

visit(n)

visit all previously unvisited children

‘ignds(n)+u a child ofnsignds(c)
while lsignals(n~l >~

choose d an unmarked descendant of n

mark(d)

update signals (n)

Figure 3.1: Pseudo-code for marking pass. The

visit procedure is called for each root of the DAG.

The text gives heuristics for choosing d.

inputs. The truth table storage space remains the same, and

the selector circuitry is only slightly more complex. Allowing

two functions to share a block reduces the number of blocks

needed by about 32~0 for five-input blocks, and about 22%

for four-input blocks.

The algorithm for mapping to logic blocks works in four

passes:

1.

2.

3.

4.

3.1

If ~ = 2, we first preprocess the entire DAG, replacing all

three-input if-then-else triples (if a then b else c) with

either ab + a’c or (a + c)(a’ + b). This DeIf procedural

guarantees that each node has at most two children, not

counting TRUE and FALSE,

Mark some nodes aa outputs of logic blocks, and record

for each a set of ~ or fewer marked nodes that could

be used as gate inputs. A legaf set of inputs for a logic

block forms a vertex cut of marked nodes separating the

node from the primary inputs. Ideally, we would like the

cut to be as small aa possible, so that the function is

more likely to be merged with another into a shared

logic block.

Choose a polarity for each marked node, and determine

the gate function needed to compute the node.

Try to merge functions that use fewer than ~ inputs.

Xrnap algorithm—Marking pass

The marking paas can be thought of as a bottom-up lazy

marker. A traversal of the DAG is done, making sure that

nodes are visited only after all their inputs have been visited.

Nodes that are principal inputs or outputs of the circuit are

initially marked, but other nodes are not marked unless some

ancestor forces the markhg.

For each node we keep track of the signals set: a set of

marked nodes needed to compute the function of that node.

If the node is marked, then the set contains just the node

itselfi otherwise it contains the signals we would need to use

to compute the node. When we mark a node, we save the

signals set as the gate inputs, and change the signals set to

be the singleton cent aining just the node. Figure 3. I gives

pseudo-code for the marking phase. Note that the marking

phase doesn’t care what the function is—only what variables

are needed to compute it.

Let’s call a node whose signals set is larger than the al-

lowable fan-in an overflow node. When we reach an overflow

node in the traversal, we have to reduce the fan-in by mark-

ing one or more of its descendants, thus hiding the nodes

1DeIf does not preserve testabihty, and so Xmap does not preserve
path-delay-fault testability for j = 2,

below that descendant. Note that we have to examine de-

scendants only down to the nodes in the signals set—a small

piece of the DAG.

The fan-in reduction for overflow nodes is done in two

stages.

1. Mark descendants with high fan-out until signals(n) is

sufficiently reduced or marking the descendant does not

reduce signals(n).

2. Mark children of n, in decreasing order of the size of

their signals sets, until signals (n) is sufficiently reduced.

Because each if-then-else triple has at most ~ children,

eventually the fan-in limit wilf be met.

For the first heuristic, we use a recursive procedure, called

reduce.fan-in(rn, h).

1. We mark all children of m that have a large fan-out

(fan-out ~ h). A new signals set is computed for m,

and recorded if it is smaller than the old set. We return

success if the signals set of m has been reduced.

2. If marking the high-fan-out children doesn’t reduce

the signals set of m, we recursively apply reduce-/an-

in(cltiid(m), h + 1) until one of them succeeds, then re-

compute signals (m) and return success if Isiguals (m)l

is reduced, Note that the effects of marking a node

are not propagated to all the ancestors, but only to the

immediate parent that requested the fan-in reduction.

The reduce-~an-in(n, h) procedure is repeated for the over-

flow node until the signals set is sufficiently reduced or the

procedure fails. When it fails, the second heuristic (marking

children) is used.

The benchmarks in Section 4 were done with h = 2 for

the children of n, with h increasing by one for each level of

recursion. Using a constant h = 3, not increasing it in the

recursion, also works well.

The marking algorithm is fast, as each node is visited

exactly once by the outer traversal, and the fan-in reduction

algorithm visits only a few nodes.

3.2 Xmap algorithm-Building the logic blocks

After nodes have been marked, another traversal is done to

choose polarities and assign gate functions. The polarities of

the outputs are already set, and the polarities of the inputs

are all positive. For all the intermediate nodes the choice of

polarity is arbitrary, as long as the choice is consistent in all

uses. The only times that inverters are created are when a

primary output is the negation of a primary input or both

polarities of a primary output are needed.

For each marked node that isn’t a primary input we need

to create a logic block and choose appropriate inputs for it.

We know one legal set of inputs: the signals set that was

recorded when the node was marked. However, there may

have been other nodes marked that are now in the interior

of the gate—this is not a problem, it just means that the

some logic has been duplicated. Still, the fan-in of the block

could be reduced, if we could find a smaller cut set.

Doing a full rein-cut algorithm to find the smallest legal

input set seems overly complex, but there is another vertex

cut set that is easy to generate: the marked descendants

closest to the node. A simple depth-first traversaf stopping

at marked nodes will find this cut quickly. Whichever of the

two cuts (the original signals set or the closest-marked cut)

is smaller is the one that is used as the inputs for the gate.

Having chosen the inputs for a logic block, the if-then-else

DAG for its function is simply the DAG for the node truncated

at the set of inputs, with appropriate inversions of pointers

at the inputs and outputs to match the assigned polarities.
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3.3 Xmap algorithm—Sharing logic blocks

The Xilinx architecture allows two functions to share a

single combinational logic block (CLB) if each function uses

no more than j — 1 inputs, and the combined functions have

no more than j total inputs. Murgai et al. identified the

merging problem as finding a maximum matching between

mergeable blocks [11], defining two blocks aa being rnergeatde

if each has at most ~ — 1 inputs, the number of common

inputs is ~ — 2, and the total number of inputs is ~. The

second requirement is an unnecessary restriction, as two

four-input functions with identical inputs can share a five-

input CLB.

The matching algorithm used with Xmap is not a true

maximum matching algorithm, as such an algorithm would

be complicated and could take n25 steps to do the matching

for a network with n logic blocks. Instead, Xmap uses a

greedy algorithm to get a good, but usually not maximum,

matching.

The algorithm takes a set of logic blocks -L and two

parameters: i, the maximum number of inputs for each

function in a shared CLB, and t, the maximum total number

of inputs in a shared CLB. First, all blocks with more than

z inputs are removed from L as being unmergeable. The

remaining set is sorted by the number of inputs to each block.

The block with the most inputs is removed from L, and

mergeability is checked with all remaining blocks, in decreas-

ing order of number of inputs. If a legal merging is found,

then the other block is also removed from L. The removal

of blocks is continued until L is empty.

Trying to merge blocks with high fan-in first serves two

purposes: it helps ensure that easy-to-match blocks (blocks

with few inputs) are kept available for later matching, and it

reduces routing demands by increasing the number of block

inputs that are shared.

Theoretically, the mergeability check could be done as

many as n(n - 1)/2 times, if all n blocks have few enough

inputs to look mergeable, but no matches are actually pos-

sible. In practice, n is small enough and the inner loop fast

enough, that the matching takes insignificant time.

4 Results of benchmarks

This section gives a quick summary of the benchmark

results; a full tabulation has been printed in a technical

report [7]. Thirty-four benchmark circuits were mapped,

including all the benchmarks reported for mis-pga [1 I] and

Chortle [4]. The benchmark circuits were all minimized with

misII’s standard script before mapping.

Figure 4.1 compares the Xmap algorithm to Chortle [4]

for five-input logic functions. The figure plots the ratio of

the block counts rather than a simple scatter diagram of

the two counts, because the range of sizes would otherwise

obscure the differences. The Xmap algorithm consistently

outperforms Chortle, even without merging blocks, averag-

ing 6~o fewer blocks for five-input functions, and 7% fewer

over all benchmarks reported for Chortle.

The Xmap algorithm is significantly faster than Chortle 2.

Overall, Xmap is about 4.5 times faster than Chortle, but

Xmap does not slow down as the fan-in limit ~ increases,

while Chortle’s time appears to increase linearly with j. For

2The CPU times are reported for a SUN 3/80 [i’], and include

all input and output in BLIF format, as well as construction of the
if-then-else DAG and the mapping, but do not include the prior
minimization by misII.
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Figure 4.1: The number of five-input functions

needed by Xmap before merging divided by the

number needed by Chortle for the benchmarks re-

ported in [4].

the most useful cases (~ = 5), Xmap is about 7 times faster

than Chortle.

Francis et al. also reported results for using misII to map

to a large library of cells that simulated mapping to arbitrary

functions [4]. For their benchmarks, Xmap is about 17 times

faster than misII, and uses 11% fewer cells.

Figure 4.2 compares Xmap with mis-pga for five-input

logic blocks that allow merging [10, 11]. The Xmap algorithm

uses the same number of blocks as mis-pga before merging,

but uses 14% fewer after merging. One might think that

Xmap’s merging algorithm is better than mis-pga’s, but this

is unlikely, as mis-pga uses a maximum matcher, and Xmap

only a heuristic approximation to one. The difference is

probably that Xmap tries to minimize the fan-in of gates,

and so more gates are mergeable. Compared to mis-pga,

Xmap is about 150 times faster, and manages to complete

the merging on all benchmarks, but mis-pga ran out of

memory on two examples.

5 Choosing lookup table size

The Xmap algorithm (like Chortle or mis-pga) can be

used for choosing gate sizes when designing new table-lookup

chips. If bits of truth table cost cb each, and wires to inputs

or outputs cost Cg each, then the cost of using a single-

output, f-input block is cb2~ + cg(~ + 1). Blocks that allow

merging have two outputs and cost C~2f + C9(f + 2).

Table 5.1 shows that 5-input blocks with merging are op-

timal for the arbitrary set of constants chosen. Note that

merging becomes more valuable as the block size increases,

because more of the blocks are not fully used. The con-

stants were chosen rather arbitrarily, and all the benchmarks

were purely combinational logic—other constants and other

benchmarks could give quite different results. For exam-

ple, the results for Chortle favor 4-input rather than 5-input

blocks [4].
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6

mis-pga after merging

Figure 4.2: The number of five-input functions

needed by Xmap after merging divided by the

number needed by mis-pga for several benchmarks.

Note that Xmap consistently outperforms mis-pga

on larger problems.

block type cost blocks total

per block needed cost/los

2-input 124 12013 1.49

3-input 168 6961 1.17

3-input with merge 208 5983 1.24

4-input 216 5376 1.16

4-input with merge 256 4212 1.08

5-input 272 4411 1.20

5-input with merge 312 3027 0.94

6-input 344 3731 1.28

6-input with merge 384 2479 0.95

Table 5.1: Illustration of method for choosing a

logic block size when designing a new gate-array

chip. Constants were arbitrarily chosen as cb = 1

and Cg = 40. The number of blocks needed is

the sum of the numbers found by Xmap for all

34 benchmarks.

Future Work

The high speed of Xmap makes it attractive for evalu-

ating minimization techniques. Circuit rearrangement can

be done for area or delay reduction, and the entire circuit

remapped to evaluate the changes—like the iterative im-

provement done in mis-pga. The techniques used in Xmap

(ignoring the structure of a function, and looking only at

how many wires are needed to encode the information) may

also be valuable in higher-level logic and state-machine min-

imization algorithms.

We plan to explore other heuristics for Xmap. For exam-

ple, the reduce.fanout procedure in the first pass could be re-

placed by a procedure that looks for the minimum vertex cut

set of high-fan-out nodes separating the overflow node from

its signals set. Better minimum cut and maximal matching

algorithms could be used in the final passes.

The results in this paper count only the number of logic

blocks used, not estimating routability or delay. Optimizing

for cost measures that estimate these parameters would in-

crease the value of the technology mapper. Unfortunately,

the delays in programmable gate arrays are heavily depen-

dent on the routing, because of the high resistance of the

routing switches or anti-fuses. It will be difficult to find

meaningful delay estimates before routiug is done, and do-

ing good placement and routing is too expensive to put in

the inner loop of a logic minimizer.

Another direction for research is to develop mappers for

sequential logic, generating complete mappings including

appropriate assignment of register resources. Such a mapper

might also try to take advantage of special routing resources,

such as Xilinx’s internal feedback from the output of a flip-

flop to an input of the CLB for the same cell.
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